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Abstract. Functional encryption is a novel paradigm for public-key encryption that enables both fine-grained access control and selective computation
on encrypted data, as is necessary to protect big, complex data in the cloud.
In this article, we provide a brief introduction to functional encryption, and an
overview of its overarching impact on the field of cryptography.

1 Introduction
Recent computing and technological advances such as the ubiquity of high-speed
network access and the proliferation of mobile devices have had a profound impact
on our society, our lives and our behavior. In the past decade, we have seen a
substantial shift towards a digital and paperless society, along with a migration of
data and computation to the cloud. Storing data in the cloud offers tremendous
benefits: easy and convenient access to the data and reliable data storage for
individuals, as well as scalability and financial savings for organizations. On the flip
side, storing data remotely poses an acute security threat as these data – government,
financial, medical records as well as personal information exchanged over email
and social networks – are outside our control and could potentially be accessed by
untrusted parties. Without taking measures to protect our data, we are at risk of
devastating privacy breaches and living under digital surveillance in an Orwellian
future.
However, traditional public-key encryption lacks the expressiveness needed to
protect big, complex data:
(i) First, traditional encryption only provides coarse-grained access to encrypted
data, namely, only a single secret key can decrypt the data. Corporate entities
want to share data with groups of users based on their credentials. Similarly,
individuals want to selectively grant access to their personal data on social
networks and Google Docs.
(ii) Second, access to encrypted data is “all or nothing”: one either decrypts the
entire plaintext or learns nothing about the plaintext. In applications such
as data-mining on encrypted medical records or social networks, we want to
provide only partial access and selective computation on the encrypted data,
for instance, restricted classes of statistical or database queries.
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Ideally, we want to encrypt data while enabling fine-grained access control and
selective computation; that is, we want control over who has access to the encrypted
data and what they can compute. Such a mechanism would reconcile the conflict
between our desire to outsource and compute on data and the need to protect the
data.

2 Functional Encryption
Over the past decade, cryptographers have put forth a novel paradigm for public-key
encryption [30, 23, 3, 28] that addresses the above goal: (i) attribute-based encryption
(ABE), which enables fine-grain access control, and (ii) its generalization to functional encryption, which enables selective computation.
– In attribute-based encryption (ABE), encrypted data are associated with a set of
attributes and secret keys with policies that control which ciphertexts the key can
decrypt. For instance, a digital content provider can issue keys that decrypt basic
and premium channel contents on weekdays and only basic ones on weekends.
– In functional encryption, a secret key enables a user to learn a specific function
of the encrypted data and nothing else. For example, decrypting an encrypted
image with a cropping key will reveal a cropped version of the image and nothing
else about the image.
A salient feature of both attribute-based and functional encryption is that there
are many possible secret keys with different decryption capabilities. Moreover, the
keys are resilient to collusion attacks, namely any group of users holding different
secret keys learns nothing about the plaintext beyond what each of them could
individually learn. Together, attribute-based and functional encryption constitute a
crisp generalization of several advanced notions of encryption, such as broadcast
and identity-based encryption as well as searching on encrypted data; indeed, many
advances in public-key encryption over the past decade can be viewed as special
cases of attribute-based and functional encryption.

State of the art. The fundamental goals in the study of attribute-based and functional encryption are two-fold: (i) to build expressive schemes that support a large
class of policies and functions; and (ii) to obtain efficient instantiations based on
widely-believed intractability of basic computational problems.
The simplest example of attribute-based encryption (ABE) is that of identitybased encryption (IBE), where both the ciphertext and secret key are associated
with identities i.e. bit strings, and decryption is possible exactly when the identities
are equal. Starting with identity-based encryption (IBE), substantial advances in
ABE were made over the past decade showing how to support fairly expressive
but nonetheless limited subset of policies, culminating most recently in schemes
supporting any policy computable by general circuits [22, 4].
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Fig. 1. Advances in attribute-based and functional encryption since 2012. The white
region refers to ABE and functionalities for which we have efficient instantiations under
standard assumptions; the grey region refers to functionalities beyond ABE for which our
understanding is much more limited.

In addition, we have a wide spectrum of techniques for efficient IBE and ABE
that yields various trade-offs between efficiency, expressiveness, security and intractability assumptions. The specific assumptions in use may be broadly classified
into two categories: (i) pairing-based, such as variants of the Diffie-Hellman problem
over bilinear groups, and (ii) lattice-based, notably the learning with errors (LWE)
assumption.
Beyond ABE, our understanding of functional encryption is much more limited.
The only efficient schemes we have are for very simple functionalities related to computing an inner product [24]. In a recent break-through work, Garg et al. [13] gave
a beautiful construction of functional encryption for general circuits; however, the
construction relies on “multi-linear maps”, for which we have few candidates, along
with complex intractability assumptions which are presently poorly understood. In
contrast, if we consider collusions of a priori bounded size, a weaker guarantee that
is still meaningful for many applications, then it is possible to obtain functional
encryption for general circuits under a large class of standard assumptions.
Along with these cryptographic advances, the community has also made a
greater push towards implementation, prototypes and deployment of attributebased and functional encryption: several IBE schemes are now standardized in RFC
5091; the CHARM project provides a Python framework for rapidly prototyping
cryptosystems and includes implementations of several IBE and ABE schemes; the
SHARPS project explores the use of ABE for protecting health-care data; the Mylar
project presents a web application platform that uses ABE to provide fine-grained
access to encrypted data.

3 Impact on Cryptography
The study of functional encryption has significantly advanced the state of the art in
the field of cryptography. In particular, it motivated the development of new and
powerful tools and techniques, including trapdoor and delegation techniques in
lattices [16, 9] and the first candidate construction of multi-linear maps [12]. These
tools and techniques have in turn found numerous applications beyond functional

encryption, notably CCA-secure encryption [8], signatures schemes [5], leakageresilient cryptography [26], delegating and verifying computation [29, 25, 11], and
most recently, garbled circuits [19, 4] and program obfuscation [13, 20]. We highlight
three examples, drawing upon recent developments closely related to our research
in functional encryption.
Verifiable computation. In verifiable computation, a computationally weak client
with input x wishes to delegate a complex computation f to an untrusted server,
with the assurance that the server cannot convince the client to accept an incorrect
computation [18, 14]. We focus on the online/offline setting, where the protocol
proceeds in two phases. In the offline phase, the client sends to the server a possibly
long message that may be expensive to compute. Later on, in the online phase (when
the input x arrives), the client sends a short message to the server, and receives the
result of the computation f (x) together with a certificate for correctness. Applying
an existing transformation [29] to our ABE for general circuits [22], we obtain a
protocol for verifiable computation on general circuits f with a number of highly
desirable properties: (i) the client’s communication and computational complexity
in the online phase depends only on the input/output lengths and depth of the
circuit computing f but not the circuit size; (ii) anyone can check the server’s work
given a “verification” key published by the client; (iii) we may securely reuse the
computation of the offline phase across multiple inputs in the online phase (in
particular, our construction is immune to the “rejection problem” from [14]).
Short, scalable signatures. Many applications involving cloud computing and big
data require cryptographic primitives that remain secure when used on huge data
sets. In particular, we would like to design scalable signatures schemes that remain
secure when used to sign a very large number of messages without any performance
penalty. However, most known signature schemes are not scalable: their security
guarantee degrades linearly in the number of signatures seen by an adversary; this
implies a performance degradation as we need to increase key sizes to account for
the security loss, which in turn increases the running time of the implementation. In
a recent work [10], we presented the first scalable signature scheme in the standard
model where each signature is a constant number of group elements. The signature
scheme is derived from an IBE with a better security reduction that overcomes
seemingly inherent limitations of prior proof techniques, via a delicate combination
of techniques used for achieving full security in IBE/ABE [31, 32] and those for
constructing efficient pseudo-random functions [27]. Our signature scheme has
since been improved and extended to the multi-user setting in [2].
Fully homomorphic encryption. In 2009, Gentry [15] presented the first candidate
fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) for all circuits, and substantial progress have
since been made towards improving the efficiency and the underlying assumptions
[6, 17]. We note that while both FHE and functional encryption support some form

of computation on encrypted data, it is not known how to construct functional
encryption from FHE or vice versa. Nonetheless, our lattice-based ABE for branching programs [22] has recently inspired the first FHE schemes based on the LWE
assumption with a polynomial modulus-to-noise ratio [7, 1]. Roughly speaking, we
propagate LWE samples across computation during decryption in ABE, and during
homomorphic evaluation in FHE. If we compute on circuits, the noise accumulated
in the LWE samples grows exponentially with the depth D of the circuit (the noise
grows as n D where n is the length of the LWE secret). On the other hand, by exploiting
an asymmetry in computation on branching programs, it is possible to achieve noise
growth that is linear in the length of the branching program. The latest FHE schemes
in [7, 1] then use a branching program instead of a log-depth circuit to compute the
decryption function during bootstrapping, thus incurring a polynomial as opposed
to a quasi-polynomial noise growth.
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